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Situation
A large financial services organization was struggling to find local, front-end development
talent in Detroit, Michigan, to work on a major project focused on customer login applications
for payments and collection processes, and deferring payments and loan extensions.
The skill sets required experience in React, Angular and JavaScript technologies at a mid to senior
level. That kind of talent was generally in high demand, with open IT roles outweighing available talent.

Strategy
Within 24 hours after System Soft Technologies’ IT recruiting team gained a deep understanding of the
project and what the hiring profile looked like, several available contract resources were identified and
made known to the financial services organization. Soon after, these resources were hired by the client.

Outcome
Based on their positive performance, the IT resources hired by the
financial services organization had their contracts extended.
This was the first time System Soft had worked with this client and its Director
of Application Development. The manager made a strong point of stating how
effective System Soft’s IT recruitment process was and the level of professionalism
and technical aptitude of the IT consulting and staffing team..

Conclusion
By providing unparalleled access to a global talent network, System
Soft’s strategic IT staffing solutions simplify the recruiting
process for any organization. Clients quickly benefit from System
Soft’s comprehensive and rich set of internal subject matter
experts and quality processes that enhance the efficiency
of the talent management process, while minimizing
operational costs. System Soft’s talent solutions
offer a vast talent pool across many geographies,
enabling clients to position the right talent in various
types of engagement models, including onsite,
near-shore, offshore, hybrid and flex models.
Organizations of all sizes can benefit from
System Soft’s collaborative, customizable
talent solutions that combine technical
skills with the soft skills that are vital to their
success. Learn more about System Soft’s Talent Solutions.
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ABOUT
SYSTEM SOFT
OUR SUCCESS STARTS WITH YOU
At System Soft Technologies (SSTech), we are
a family unit powered by diversity, inclusion,
transparency, respect, integrity and passion for
our clients and our people. Our business growth
depends on your professional development, as we
collaborate, share ideas and innovation, and invest
in our future. By forging a meaningful partnership
with our people, we come together with the same
purpose, exceeding our goals. This keeps us
nimble, ahead of the competition, and on top of our
industry. Our continued success begins with you.

Accelerating Innovation.
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